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Art World News
NOVEMB ER 2020
THE INDEPENDENT NEWS SOURCE
GALLERIES EMERGE
BETTER POSITIONED
Industry insider, Vanessa
Arvid, talks to gallery owners about how they’re surviving the economic effects
of the pandemic, whilst also
looking to the future and
how they can come out on
the other side. Page 25.
ADC WEST HAS GRAND
OPENING FEATURING
THE WORK OF 150 BLINK
ART RESOURCE ARTISTS
ADC West, sister gallery
to ADC East located in
Cincinnati, is opening its
doors with a grand opening
celebration featuring the
work of some 150 artists
featured in the gallery’s
annual Blink Art Resource
publication. To read the
whole story, go to page 16.

USING A BLOG TO
ATTRACT NEW SALES
AND COLLECTORS
Marketing professional,
Katherine Hébert, talks
about how blogging is important to a gallery’s ability
to generate new leads for
your artist’s work and discusses why having an active blog should be in your
art gallery marketing mix.
Go to page 18.
WHEN PERFECT
BECOMES THE ENEMY
Art industry veteran
Richard Houser discusses
how framers must weigh
the customer’s expectations of design and price
with the expertise that a
professional framer has to
offer in the way of quality
and creativity. Page 23.

Ann Jackson Gallery, is located in Roswell, GA.

COVID-19 SAFE EVENTS HELP
BRING IN NEW SALES
A recent study conducted by Art Basel and UBS titled, “The
Impact of COVID-19 on the Gallery Sector” revealed that,
while the world is still in the midst of an unpredictable pandemic with Covid-19, the art market is struggling but still able
to move forward. The report also found that millennials are interested in art more than ever. This means a promising outlook for galleries and frameshops adapting to this changed
marketplace and setting third had downsized during
expectations accordingly.The the first half of 2020, reducreport is based on a survey ing staff to an average of
of 795 modern and contem- four employees.It also preporary fine art galleries dicts that more galleries may
asked how the pandemic af- be at risk of closure before
fected them in the first six the end of the year, and that
continued on page 12
months of the year, and one

Click on advertisers’
Web addresses
throughout the issue.

QUOTE OF THE MONTH:
“Reopening our doors and creating
a new standard for safe art exhibits
and gallery visits, we hope, will
serve as an example for others to
safely conduct business and host
art events.”
Kat Emery, page 14
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Bittan Fine Art is proud to feature the work of

Pop artist E. M. Zax

Polymorphs and Cultural Objects

Facebook: facebook.com/bittanfineart
Instagram: bittan_fine_art
Instagram: zax_artist

www.bittanfineart.com

866-219-9161
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Safe Events Bring
In New Sales

ADC West Opens Its Blogs Helps Attract
Doors in Cincinnati
New Sales

Galleries and frameshops have
begun to hold events again
using Covid-19 safety guidelines and some creativity to
much success as new sales,
and even new collectors, are
keeping the momentum going.

ADC West recently celebrated its grand opening with
an exhibit of more than 150
artists featured in the gallery’s
annual Blink Art Resource, as
well as an immersive art experience called CUBE.

With more buyers online,
content marketing is one of
the most effective strategies
for getting noticed by collectors and the humble blog
continues to be a big part of
an art gallery’s success.

Page 1

Page 16

Page 18

Galleries Emerge
Better Positioned

Presenting
New Art Releases

What’s Hot in
Open Editions

The uncontrollable wave that
is 2020 continues to force
those in the art and framing industry to change rapidly and
make continuous adjustments,
like how they stay connected
to their artists and collectors.

We present the New Art section featuring current releases
of work in an array of mediums, edition sizes, image
sizes, and price points, as
well as company contact information.

This month’s What’s Hot in
Open Editions features a variety of the latest best selling
open edition prints, some
available as print-on-demand
images, and it includes contact information as well.

Page 25

Page 27

Page 31
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Page 34

Shown is
“ Variety of Iris”
by Henrietta Milan,
an oil on canvas
measuring 36 by 24
inches from Milan
Gallery, Fort Worth, TX.
For more details, go to:
www.milangallery.com.
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IN OUR OPINION
THE RIGHT
TREND

However, within the emotional
austerity of the situation are
the seeds of promise.

ost everything is a
bit of a scrambled
mess these days.
One really doesn’t have to
journey too far to encounter
segments of a society turned
upside down, at least for the
moment. Still, with all the
headwinds, many retailers
(restaurants and bars not
withstanding) have managed
to keep moving forward with
surprising success. So what
has the marketing message
that has fueled sales? Price,
the ultimate default position
for retailers when consumer’s
palette is obscured from view
or incompatible with a retailer’s service capacity.

Heartfelt consumerism is
the flavor of the day, and it’s
a taste that hits the sweet
spot of art galleries and
frameshops. Shoppers—not
just holiday shoppers—are
proscribing more meaning
to the items they purchase
for themselves, their family
and their friends. In essence,
they want things that count
and communicate their personal message and style.
Nothing meets these criteria
as well as custom framing
and fine art. On the salesfloor,
sure conversations can touch
upon trends, style, and so
forth, but the most prudent
sales approach is to identify
and emphasize the personal
aspect of the transaction. By
selling to and through the
heart, the success rate on
closing a sale will sky rocket.
It’s a matter of operating from
your strength at a time we are
all asked to remain strong.

M

Believe it or not, for those
of us in the art and framing
industry, this is good news.
For more months than we can
believe, the side effects of
the pandemic has tortured,
muted, and diluted our most
personal relationships with
one another. It’s a sad casualty that really made a tough
situation a bit harder for many.
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ARTISTS & PUBLISHERS
Wild Apple Signs Artist Katrina Pete

Robert Berry Gallery’s Virtual Exhibit

Wild Apple, Woodstock,
VT, has signed watercolor artist Katrina Pete
to represent her work as
open editions, print-ondemand, and licensing.
“Her watercolors are a
beautiful addition to our
wall decor and licensing
collections,” says John
Chester, co-owner of
Wild Apple. Images from
the collection retail from
$12 to $108. Previously,
Pete worked in the medical field and is now a fulltime artist pursuing her
lifelong passion for paint- “Nautical Stripes” by Katrina Pete.
ing. Working from her
Minnesota studio, she describes her art as a collection of inspired
mementos from her garden and outdoor adventures with her family. Call (802) 457-3003 or visit: www.wildapple.com.

Robert Berry
Gallery, New
York, NY, presents a virtual
exhibition,
“PerFlection
and (im)Perfection: One
Vision in Parallel Lives” featuring
new
works by pho- “Dreamland Amusements” by David Mathison
t o g r a p h e r s is an archival inkjet print in an edition of 9,
Paul Monde- measuring 19 by 13 inches ($1,500).
sire and David
Mathison. The exhibit can be viewed at: www.robertberry
gallery.com. “The term perflection refers to perfection and reflection—a theme throughout our new series,” Mondesire says. “I
have a fascination with reflections—particularly against a water
or mirror backdrop—it is at once beautiful and disorienting; you
aren’t quite sure which is the proper orientation or if it is upside
down.” Call (212) 203-3661, www.robertberrygallery.com.

Burton Morris’ Iconic Friends Artwork

Cutler Launches Virtual Group Show

Pop artist Burton
Morris of Burton
Morris
Studios,
Los
Angeles,
whose work was
famously featured
in 10 seasons of
the hit NBC sitcom, “Friends,”
was recently featured
in
the
Hollywood trade
publication, Emmy
Magazine. The article centers around
Morris’ work on the
show that became Artist Burton Morris on the Friends set.
part of the iconic
look of the TV show. Looking to the future, the artist is planning to host a few special art exhibitions in Los Angeles, London, and Asia on “The Art Of Friends” that was debuted at
Taglialatella Galleries, New York, NY, last September. For details, call (310) 428-1136 or go to: www.burtonmorris.com.

Louise Cutler Fine Art Studio,
Fort Collins, CO, has launched
“The Beauty of Blackness
Fine Art Show,” a virtual livestreamed art show featuring several nationally renowned Black
and African-American artists offering an outlet in the midst of
racial conflict and the Covid-19
pandemic. The show, located at:
www.thebeautyofblacknessfine
artshow.com, had a free online
fine arts festival with in-studio
tours, talks, and Q&A sessions
that were streamed live on various Social Media platforms. “As
an artist I speak through my
craft, as most artists do,” Ms. “The Waterer” by Louise
Cutler says. “Art is often a re- Cutler is a bronze relief
flection of the times we live in, it sculpture measuring 10
is a voice that is seen as well as by 19 inches ($2,700).
heard.” For more details, phone
(719) 213-3115 or visit: www.louisecutlerstudio.com.
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A&P
Penny Lane Signs Artist Kelley Talent

R. Michelson’s Fundraising Exhibition

Penny Lane Fine
Art & Licensing,
New Carlisle, OH,
has signed Kelley
Talent to represent
her open edition
work. Her art is inspired by her love
for the outdoors,
flowers, animals,
and old dilapidated
structures
that
have character and
history. A Missouri
native, Talent cre- “Home–Our Favorite Place” by Kelley
ates her work in a Talent measures 12 by 12 inches ($12).
variety of styles,
from detail-oriented to loose and painterly pieces. The printon-demand work is also available on canvas and wood products, and select images are available as large format giclée
prints. For further information, call (800) 273-5263 or go to the
website located at: www.pennylanepublishing.com.

R. Michelson
Galleries,
Northampton
MA, held a virtual exhibit to
help celebrate
Kestrel Land
Trust’s
5th
decade of land
conservation
and the crucial
relationship of
the artist to the Jeff Kern’s “Swift Afternoon” is an oil on
landscape. A panel measuring 28 by 24 inches.
portion of proceeds from sales from the virtual exhibit titled, Forests, Farms,
and Riverways: 50 Years of Kestrel Land Trust, benefitted the
Trust in which thousands of dedicated volunteers and supporters have worked to save the land for people and for wildlife
throughout the Pioneer Valley. For more details, call (413) 5863964 or go to the gallery’s website at: www.rmichelson.com.

Gallery Pays Homage to Hometown
Westport
River
Gallery artist Frankie
Vinci has created a
multimedia Pop art
piece celebrating
the town of Westport, CT, that has attracted the attention
of locals. “We have
people stopping into
the gallery after having seen the piece in
the window,” says
gallery owner Ken
Warren. “Westport
is one of the most “Westport USA” is a mixed media measstoried towns in uring 36 by 36 inches ($5,500). A signed,
Fairfield County. giclée on gallery-wrapped canvas measAfter the turn of the uring 24 by 24 inches ($375) in an edition
century, Westport of 125 is also available.
gained the reputation as an artist and writers colony, and cultural center.” For details, call (203) 226-6934 or visit: www.westportrivergallery.com.
PAGE 10

Studio EL Signs New Artist Beth Adler
Studio EL, located
in Emeryville, CA,
has signed Beth
Adler whose playful mid-century inspired artworks
are available as
print-on-demand
work. The artist
describes
her
process as iterative, using a sequence of monoprints featuring a
variety of motifs
and colors. Each “Get To The Point Top” by Beth Adler is
image becomes available as print-on-demand.
the starting point
for the next making each piece work as a compelling and
complementary series. Available as print-on-demand on
fine art paper, photo gloss, unstretched canvas, stretched
canvas, contract canvas, and edge framed canvas prints.
For further information, telephone (800) 228-0928 or visit the
company’s website located at: www.studioel.com.
ART WORLD NEWS
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NEW YORK ARTISTS
CIRCLE ONLINE
RESOURCE TOOL
LAUNCHED

NEW YORK—The New York
Artists Circle, a diverse
group of professional artists
from the New York area, has
launched a new online resource featuring a broad
range of works by over 150
artists. The elegantly designed, practical, and userfriendly tool for curators,
collectors, designers, art
professionals, and art lovers
alike and is located at:
www.nyartistscircle.com.
Artists—like Jenna Lash,
whose “Lincoln,” an oil on
linen measuring 48 by 48
inches is shown above—are
featured on the site along with
other easy-to-use tools. Artist
Portfolios offer a view of each
person’s work, along with biography, statement, and contact. In addition to two- and
three-dimensional artwork,
the breadth and depth of expression includes animation,
performance, public art, technology-based art, and multimedia installation. Studio
Views is an invitation behindthe-scenes into the artist’s
environments where art is
made. Visitors see works in
progress and gain insights
into the creative and individual art-making process.
Curated Shows features online exhibitions of New York
Artists Circle works selected
by invited curators. For more,
details, visit the website at:
www.nyartistscircle.com.
PAGE 12

SAFE GALLERY EVENTS BRING SALES
continued from page 1
others will be in a “more
precarious position in 2021,
which could pose significant
losses to the wider art
economy,” especially given
the industry’s reliance on
events, travel, and discretionary spending.

port found that 70 percent
of millennials had an enhanced interest in collecting
art, while 59 percent of older
art buyers felt more motivated to buy art. With this
information, galleries have
been eager to get people

Angels, and social impact investment company QuestCap offered rapid onsite
coronavirus testing for up
to 100 guests of an exhibition titled, “Heroes + Heroines,” featuring the newest
diamond-dusted, silkscreen
paintings by Russell
Young.

As many had to
temporarily close
“The attendees
their doors due to
did not have to pay
state guidelines,
for this test,” says
many shifted their
gallery co-owner
sales online. WebKat Emery. “Upon
site and Social
arrival, collectors
Media posts help
will be greeted by
keep collectors
technicians who adengaged
and
ministered the test
opened their prodand gave each atucts and services At Art Angels in Los Angeles, attendees enjoy
tendee more inforup to a new new artwork by Russell Young after having remation about the
audience of mil- ceived the all clear from a rapid, on-site Covid-19 testing, as well
lennials who have test provided by the gallery.
as the company.
shown an enthusiWithin five to 10
asm for acquiring artwork.
back to their brick-and-mor- minutes results, were given
tar locations for shows and to the collectors and if all
New buyers accounted events, albeit within their is well, they will have the
for 26 percent of online local Covid-19 guidelines.
opportunity to tour the
sales in the first half of
exhibition with the artist
the year according to the
Progressive and creative while enjoying a wellness
report, while 74
beverage.”
percent were regular clients of
“With QuestCap
the gallery. Those
connected with our
galleries that had
featured artist Rusimplemented softsell Young who had
ware with features
suffered from H1N1
like online viewing
in the past, there
rooms were well
was no question
poised for transithat the three of us
tioning to online
should partner tosales, thus apgether to create an
pealing to new, At the Ann Jackson Gallery in Roswell, GA, artist Ron experience which
Campbell sits at a safe distance while chatting with a would show other
younger buyers.
collector with masks and sanitizer.
galleries,
instituThe
report
tions, and museums
noted that 87 percent of col- thinking has lead to galleries a safe way to conduct
lectors surveyed had visited like Art Angels LA, located business and host art events
galleries’ online viewing in Los Angeles, to identify moving forward,” Ms. Emery
rooms and 41 percent had and facilitate the needs of says.
purchased artwork because the community in order to
of them.
help people experience art in
As access to Covid-19
a gallery setting again. A re- testing has become a conIf anything good can come cent partnership between
continue on page 14
out of the pandemic, the re- artist Russell Young, Art
ART WORLD NEWS
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TEW GALLERIES’ ARTIST
RELEASES FIRST NEW
WORK IN TWO YEARS

SHOWS RESUME
continued from page 12

troversial topic, many people
in the community welcomed
the idea to enjoy the artist’s
new work in a safe environment, bringing some sense
of normalcy back to their
lives. “Rapid tests in the
area can be sparse and
often the lines to get tested
can be extremely long,”
says
gallery
co-owner
Jacquelin Napal.

ATLANTA—TEW Galleries
recently debuted nine new oil
on canvas paintings by artist
Haidee Becker, the first collection of new work by the
artist in two years. “I'm excited to announce that we are
getting our first Haidee
Becker paintings in over two
years,” says gallery owner
Timothy Tew. “Receiving a
shipment of new works from
Haidee always reminds me of
how I discovered her at an art
fair in Los Angeles in 1989.
As I walked down the aisle,
seeing her paintings in the
distance, I was riveted.
Thirty-two years later, I’m
just as enthralled. This is
because her art has evolved,
with a lightness and contemporaneity that is harder to
achieve than anyone, other
than an artist, can fully
understand.”
The collection titled “Flower
Paintings” includes oil on
canvas work, such as “Ochre
Coffee Pot With Blue Delphinium,” which measures
18 by 24 inches and is shown
above. Becker was born in
Los Angeles but lives and
works in London today. For
further information, telephone
TEW Galleries at (404) 8690511, or go to the website at:
www.tewgalleries.com.
PAGE 14

“With a line-up of impactful exhibitions set to debut
over the next year, we hope
that this unique and convenient opportunity
to be tested will
encourage collectors to begin
attending exhibitions once again
in a way that is
both responsible
and reassuring.”

and host art events.”
Ms. Napal notes that,
“collectors are eager to
not only learn more about
QuestCap’s rapid testing,
but to have the opportunity
to be surrounded by the
beauty of art once again.”
At Milan Gallery in Fort
Worth, TX, owner Tal Milan
has had to shift much of
his business to online sales
and smaller, more creative
get-togethers with collectors
to keep them engaged. A
recent event featured a
meet-and-greet and exhibit
of the newest paintings by

for the year (or more) had
to be canceled at the top of
the Covid-19 lockdown or
pushed back for a date when
more people feel comfortable getting out of their
homes. Because of this,
we do seem to be getting
more online results as the
clients have began to work
more from home and are
opening our e-mails at a
higher volume.”
Staying proactive is the
key. “We do plan to present
more online events and market more images of new
work to excite the buyers as
we have had to wait in some
months for the
lockdown to be
lifted.”

A
creative
strategy has been
to hold smaller,
socially
distant
affairs. “What we
have done several
Ms.
Emery
times
during
and Ms. Napal
Covid-19 is to
envision a new,
have small lunchsafe way forward
eons for 12 (or
for the art world
fewer) clients to
to once again
come have lunch
open their doors Featured at the Indian Hills, CO-based Mirada Fine
at the gallery and
to the public. Art is the “Patina of the Land” exhibit with the arthave three artists
“Since Covid- work of painters Bruce Marion and Gary Oakley.
and/or jewelers
19, began we
speak personally
have taken every opportu- gallery artist Henrietta to the small group,” he says.
nity to bring art to our collec- Milan. “We are trying to do “It has shown us that each
tors, whether it is virtually, more casual meet-and- time there will be some
from the exterior of our greets with our artists to sales due to the one-on-one
gallery, and now from keep in tune with our clien- relationship with the client.”
within,” Ms. Emery says.
tele,” Mr. Milan says. “All of Spacing time frames out of
our events work alongside when people will visit the
“It is an escape from the the Dallas Covid-19 rules gallery has also helped to
‘new normal’ to be able of distancing.”
keep social distance guideto join us in our gallery
lines intact. “We do have
which people have greatly
Keeping collectors en- clients pick the hour they
appreciated. Reopening our gaged means much more want to arrive for our events
doors and creating a new forethought, and Mr. Milan to meet the artist so that we
standard for safe art exhibits says that one must be able do not get too many clients
and gallery visits, we hope, to move between different at the same time to keep in
will serve as an example business strategies to keep compliance with city rules.”
for other galleries, institu- sales coming in. “We are
tions, museums, and art still doing both online as well
Mr. Milan says that custom
fairs that are also looking as in-person events, yet
continue on page 16
to safely conduct business more than half of the events
ART WORLD NEWS
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Home to Fine French Artists
Since the Turn of the Century
Caudron

Courchia

Kaprielian

Poumelin

Dubord

Dorie

Located in downtown
Westport, CT, visited by
George Washington in
1780, and once the
home to Norman Rockwell’s
Famous Artists School.

Westport River Gallery

Westport River Gallery
has represented the
Pissarro family, Chagal,
Caudron, Courchia, Guyon,
Duteil, Dubord, Dorie,
Estivalet, Kaprielian,
Ardisonne, Eitel, and
Kerfily.

203-226-6934 Ken & Pat Warren
WestportRiverGallery.com WestportRiverGallery@gmail.com
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ADC WEST HAS GRAND
OPENING FEATURING THE
WORK OF 150 BLINK ART
RESOURCE ARTISTS

CINCINNATI—ADC West,
sister gallery to ADC East
also located in the city, is
opening its doors with a
grand opening celebration
featuring the work of some
150 artists featured in the
gallery’s annual Blink Art
Resource publication. The
new gallery space has more
than 13,000 square feet of
space, is housed in a newly
renovated building from the
1930’s, and is located in the
West End neighborhood of
Cincinnati. Also part of the
grand opening is a non-profit
immersive art experience located on the showroom floor
called CUBE. “It's been over
one year of sanding, scraping, build-outs and teardowns—but every minute has
been worth it,” says Litsa
Spanos, president of ADC, Art
Design Consultants. “Can you
picture over 13,000 square
feet fully dedicated to the
amazing work of our artists?
This is a dream come true for
everyone at ADC!”
Shown above is “Love Is In
The Air” by A.E. Richardson,
a featured artist in the newest
Blink Art Resource publication. ADC West is located
at 1013 York Street and
ADC East is at 2124 Madison
Road. For further information,
call (513) 723-1222 or go to
the website located at:
www.adcfineart.com.
PAGE 16

SHOWS RESUME
continued from page 14

framing has also been
a good source of sales
during this time. “We also
offer full custom framing
and that has been very
helpful in keeping money
coming in on a more consistent basis.”

that show, Ms. Grunert
followed it with “Art is Art”
featuring the work of Mark
Colyer, Christopher Fitzwater, and Becca Van K.
Steve Sonnen, owner of
Mirada Fine Art in Indian
Hills, CO, has been holding
scaled back events to allow
for the required six-foot
social distancing guidelines.
“Since Covid-19 started
all of our shows have had
‘soft openings’ with very
limited people in the
gallery at one time. We just
aren’t able to host our traditional opening receptions
and this has caused us to

sure that all that enter
the gallery are well-versed
in the Jefferson County’s
‘Safer at Home’ public mandate and have included the
rules in their e-mail invitations to events. Instructions
are that patrons are not
permitted to enter the
gallery if they have a cough,
fever, or are otherwise
experiencing symptoms of
the virus. Masks or face
coverings must be worn in
the gallery and a minimum
six-foot distance between
people must be maintained.

Tanja Grunert, owner of
Tanja Grunert Salon in
Hudson, NY, has recently
moved her gallery space
into her home after a flood.
Ms. Grunert now runs a
contemporary art salon out
“Realistically, the gallery
of her home, having collecbusiness is a pretty lowtors over, three
volume business
at a time, to view
and during normal
shows and meet
business hours
with artists. “I
there is no probrelocated from
lem being able
my regular white
to social distance
cube space to
and safely conmy home and
duct business,”
I am more in
he says. “The
control. I have
challenge for us
a tudor 1920
is changing out
Princess Beatrix
our openings. We
House and it is
used to get great
off the main
attendance
for
street in Hudour opening reson,” she says.
ceptions and now
New work from artist Henrietta Milan is on display
we have definitely
“Exhibitions during an exhibit at Milan Gallery in Fort Worth, TX. had to change
take place in the
our model for
living and dining rooms with rethink how we run things,” events. Instead of one
a strict adherence to up he says.
intense two-hour exhibit
to three people allowed at
premier party, we are
one time. The viewing room
“Instead, we will have having something closer to
is on the second floor and special opening previews an ‘open house’ over two
my office is in the kitchen. over two days. With these days. This way, we don’t
A nice feature to the new expanded hours, we are have the mad crunch with a
gallery space is that I can able to control the number packed gallery.”
sit outdoors in my backyard of people in the gallery at
for drinks with up to five one time and maintain apLocation also plays a role
people, including myself, at propriate social distancing. in the uniqueness of strateleast six feet apart.”
We do have complimentary gies that the pandemic has
wine and soft drinks that presented. “Being in ColA solo exhibition titled can be enjoyed in Mirada’s orado, the summer and fall
“Take Shelter” of new paint- outdoor spaces. Inside the months allowed us to offer
ings by gallery artist Donna gallery we do require that drinks outside on our deck
Moylan garnered much at- patrons wear face masks as long as people were
tention from collectors, all to protect the health of social distancing and not
required to wear a mask everyone.”
going into the gallery with their
and practice social distanccontinue on page 22
ing. After the success of
Mr. Sonnen has made
ART WORLD NEWS
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ARTIST PAT BUCKLEY
MOSS KEEPS SOCIALLY
DISTANT EVENTS WITH
HER GALLERIES

MATHEWS, VA—Artist Pat
Buckley Moss of Moss Portfolio has been keeping busy
during the pandemic, albeit
as safely as possible with
social distancing, limiting the
amount of attendees at
events, and wearing masks.
A recent show at the Berlin
Creek & Blue River Galleries
in Berlin, OH, featured a murder mystery dinner with collectors and an Amish dinner. At
the Moss Gallery of Waynesboro, Waynesboro, VA, collectors attended the annual fall
barn show and gallery open
house where the artist’s new
print release for “Valley View”
debuted. The image was
framed in four different designs to show collectors how
different custom framing can
change the look of the piece.
An online companion was created to accompany this show,
allowing those unable to attend to view the new work.
The album can be accessed
at: www.pbuckleymoss
.com. Moss is also making a
donation to the non-profit,
Cat’s Cradle of Harrisonburg,
with proceeds from the sale of
cat-related images, such as
“Cat Family Christmas,” shown
above, being donated. The
print is in an edition of 250 and
measures 4 7/8 by 6 inches
($50). Call (800) 430-1320,
www.pbuckleymoss.com.
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BLOGS ATTRACT NEW SALES
by Katherine Hébert
One of the primary challenges art gallery owners
talk to me about is how to
find new art collectors. With
more buyers online, content
marketing is one of the most
effective strategies for getting noticed by collectors.
The humble blog continues
to be a big part of an art
gallery’s content marketing
success. Establishing a blog
could be an excellent tool for
attracting new collectors to
your gallery.
In this article, I
want to talk about
exactly how blogging is important to
your gallery’s ability to generate new
leads for your
artist’s work and
why having an active blog should be
in your art gallery
marketing
mix.
There are four primary ways blogging helps your art
gallery generate
leads:
1. A gallery blog
drives prospective
online art buyers to your
website to learn about you
and gallery artists and engage with a well-placed call
to action.
2. It helps your art
gallery’s SEO in a big way.
3. An art gallery’s blog
provides additional value to
art collectors through educational content that enables
them to connect with your
artists in new and meaningful ways.
4. A blog allows you to
demonstrate your expertise
and authority, which helps
nurture trust in a buyer’s
mind.
Let’s look at each of

these four benefits a little
closer, so you can see how
best to use a blog to find
new art collectors for your
gallery business.

Increases Online
Traffic to Your
Gallery Website
The goal of all your marketing efforts is to generate
leads and get them to take
the next step towards ac-

encourage
engagement.
That can be adding links to
other relevant pages on
your site or placing a call to
action to join your mailing
list, follow the gallery on
Instagram, request more information, etc.
A blog is an opportunity
to share fresh, insightful information with your followers and mailing list on your
other marketing channels
to encourage leads to begin
their customer journey with
your gallery.
An art gallery blog is a
powerful tool that can help
increase your visibility online
by improving your SEO.
Having more content-rich
pages on your website tells
search engines that your
website has a lot of value for
relevant search inquiries. It
also strengthens your ability
to use keywords, such as
your artist’s name or niche in
the art market.

quiring a piece of art. Right?
A blog gives you another
layer of content to host on
your gallery’s website to
share on other marketing
channels like social media or
your newsletter. On your
website is where leads can
take action. Readers are
more likely to share a blog
post they found interesting
with friends.
With a blog, you can
share snippets or teasers
about the post’s topic and
what a reader will gain
from clicking over to your
website to read the whole
post. Once on your site,

Once you have selected
a topic to write a blog post
on, consider how someone
might type a search into
Google or Bing on this topic.
That will become your keyword focus for the post.
To optimize your gallery’s
blog posts for SEO, focus
on a single longtail keyword
phrase (two or more words),
such as “abstract painting
artist john doe.” Once you
have your keyword phrase,
include it in:
• your headline
• the URL of your blog
page
• 2-3 times within the
post itself
In your headline, try to incontinue on page 20
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FRAMERICA EXPANDS ITS
TRADITIONAL SPUMANTE
AND CONCRETE LINES

YAPHANK, NY—Framerica
has expanded its Traditional
Spumante line featuring
gold leaf marking and a
champagne tone to now
include the BW275 profile.
The 1 1/4 -inch profile has
a scooped lip and face and
a flat top and concave back.
“This pairing provides a
traditional gold option with
an incredibly useful valuedadded profile,” says Josh
Eichner, executive vice
president.

BLOGS
continued from page 18

clude the full longtail keyword within the first 60
characters, if possible. This
number of characters is
what you see in search results. Your headline can be
longer, of course, but you
want to try to catch the
eye of a prospective lead
searching online. Search engines also look at URLs for
keywords as part of how
they rank results, so your
longtail keyword should be
included there as well.
A blog is a perfect way for
collectors and leads who are
just discovering your gallery
or an artist you represent to
get better acquainted with
what you offer. Value can be
found reading fascinating
stories about a technique
the artist is experimenting
with or about how an artist
was inspired.
Your gallery’s blog posts
can be more in-depth on a
topic than you might include
other places on the website.
Discussing a single work
of art, for example, vs. a
body of work as a whole.
You could also select a
particular aspect of an
artist’s career and elaborate
on it, such as an artist residency or trip that influenced
their work.

In related news, the company’s exclusive Concrete
textured finish, an architectural stone grey, is now
available in BW66, a 3-inch
wide moulding. “Specifications for our Concrete collection have skyrocketed,” says
Mr. Eichner. “We had requests for it to be made available in our 66 profile, so it
was a natural progression.”
For more information, phone
(800) 372-6422 or visit the
company’s website located
at: www.framerica.com.
PAGE 20

The artwork that one
chooses to collect is so personal and individual, your
gallery’s blogs can contribute to them seeing how a
piece fits into their collection, home, and lives.
The specificity can help
prospective art buyers
quickly form a connection to
what you’re talking about in
the post. Personal connection is a critical first step towards a purchase.

Focus on creating blog
posts that provide value
through educational and entertaining content. Look for
ways you can extend value
further by providing internal
links to other related material on your gallery’s website.
Remember your creating a
journey.
You want to keep people
on your site as longs a possible. The more time readers
spend on your site exploring,
the more likely they are
to engage and progress
through the sales cycle.

Highlights
Gallery’s Art
Market Expertise
You know that when investing in fine-art, buyers
want to feel they are in good
hands with a gallerist who
has expertise and integrity.
A blog helps you demonstrate those qualities.
An art gallery blog gives
you a vehicle to showcase
what makes your gallery
program significant. It allows
you to share your voice
and perspective on a variety
of topics. You can share
your passion for your artists
in a format that is not
threatening to someone who
may be intimidated by art
galleries.
Allow your artists to post
as guest bloggers as well.
Sharing their expertise in
the process of how they
create their art in their own
words brings additional
value to readers. You can
do the same with your
vendors or other guest bloggers if appropriate too.
Variety is best.
Having your artists participate in your gallery blog
can also help create a more

intimate experience for your
readers. Not to mention
taking some of the workload
off your shoulders.
Incorporating a blog into
your art gallery marketing
strategy is a perfect way to
help you find new art collectors and nurture a productive relationship. You can
repurpose the content you
create in many different
ways; on Social Media, your
newsletters, show packages, etc.
Your art gallery’s blog
shouldn’t be too promotional, as that risks putting
people off. Map out a variety
of topics you could write
about. Consider the questions you commonly get
from gallery sales leads now
for inspiration. Try to make
at least half your blog posts
evergreen, meaning not
time-dependent. Doing so
allows you to repurpose
those posts over and over
again as your audience
grows.
Continuously generating
new sales leads for your
gallery business is the
lifeblood of future success
for both you and your artists.
A blog is an economical marketing tool to find new art
collectors.

Katherine Hébert specializes
in art gallery business sales
and marketing strategies, as
well as the founder of
Gallery Fuel, a subscriptionbased service that helps
fine art galleries be more
competitive in today’s art
market. Gallery Fuel is dedicated to helping fine art
dealers and galleries in smallto mid-sized markets grow a
nd improve their businesses.
For more information, visit the
Gallery Fuel website located
at: www.galleryfuel.com.
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SHOWS RESUME
continued from page 16

drinks,” Mr. Sonnen says.
“As the winter months approach and the outdoors
is taken off the table, we
are going to have to adjust
yet again and see what we
can do.”
Being open and adaptive
seems to have become a
part of doing business in
2020. “We have definitely
had to adapt to our new
Covid-19 world. We realize
that some people are going
to be hesitant to go to a
gallery if they are worried
about their health. We totally understand and so
we’ve done a lot to try to
bring our gallery to them.
We have created a ‘virtual
gallery’ for a few of our
exhibitions since the pandemic began so that people
can ‘walk through’ the exhibit on their computer. It
is obviously not as powerful
as experiencing the art first
hand, but it is still a fun
and unique way of interacting with an exhibit. We have
also been doing a lot more
Photoshop work since
the pandemic began. People
have been e-mailing us
photos of their walls, and
we’ve been filling those
walls with beautiful artwork
options for them to choose
from.”
As people long for a little
reprieve from the quarantine, smaller more intimate
events are attracting collectors to recent events. “Over
the summer we had our
‘2020 Summer Painting
Series’ where we had many
of our artists come and
paint on our front deck. It’s
a low key (and safe) way to
experience the art and
chat with our artists while
PAGE 22

they work. In addition to
our normal gallery hours, we
have been really promoting
our ‘by appointment’ option.
This way people can have
the gallery to themselves
and not worry about other
folks in their space,” Mr.
Sonnen says. While wearing
masks has become a bit
of an issue for some, the
reality is that they are for
the safety of everyone.
“Most people have been

times—disposable masks
are available if anyone is
without—social distancing
of at least six-feet is
being maintained, guests
are limited to a few in
the gallery at a time, and
hand sanitizing stations
are located throughout the
space.

“Everyone has been very
cooperative. We have had
no issues,” Ms. Jackson
says. “We have
held two inperson shows in
the past two
months. We required guests to
RSVP for a specific day and time
slot. We also
offer the ability
to view and
purchase art online through our
website
and
through Facebook.
Clients
can also purchase over the
phone or they
can set up a
private appointNew work by artist Donna Moylan, titled ment for framing,
“Glacier,” is shown at the Tanja Grunert art consultations,
Salon, located in Hudson, NY.
and to view art.”
great, and very respectful.
We have a sign on our front
door stating that masks are
required and people understand. It’s for our health
and theirs. We’ve had some
people who obviously aren’t
thrilled about it, but what
are you going to do? It’s a
pandemic people...let’s take
care of each other!”
At Ann Jackson Gallery,
Roswell, GA, owner Ann
Jackson makes sure that
all of those visiting her
gallery must follow the
rules. She also makes sure
that masks are worn at all

Ms. Jackson says that
collectors in her area have
shown much interest in
getting back to some sort
of normalcy and that has
included seeing new artwork and adding to their
collections.
“We have had a tremendous response to our latest
shows that have given
clients the opportunity to
meet with the artists. It was
slow at the beginning of
spring when everyone was
trying to get a handle on the
situation. By late summer
and fall, it turned around and

has been outstanding.”
There has also been a
shift in marketing during the
pandemic for Ms. Jackson
as younger collectors have
shown more interest. “We
are investing more marketing efforts into Social Media
platforms, such as Instagram and Facebook. E-mail
marketing is still our top
choice for communicating
with existing clients. We
have seen more millennial
buyers than usual but that
might be due to their connections to our latest showings of James Dean creator
of Pete the Cat and Ron
Campbell, director of the
1960’s Saturday Morning
Cartoon series and one of
the animators of the Beatles
film, Yellow Submarine.”
Not wanting to lose contact with these buyers,
ramping up Social Media
marketing has become a
focus for Ms. Jackson.
Mr. Sonnen of Mirada
Fine Art says that business
must still move forward,
pandemic or not, and bringing in new work and artists
that will excite collectors
still needs to be at the forefront. “We have continued
to have new exhibitions
throughout Covid-19, and
we are always getting
new artwork in. That hasn’t
changed. Sure the number
of people in the gallery
dramatically changed for a
few months, but we couldn’t
just stagnate during that period of time,” he concludes.
“Now people are coming
back into the gallery and are
amazed with all of the new
wonders awaiting them.”

Koleen Kaffan is Editor in
Chief of Art World News.
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THOUGHTS ON FRAMING
WHEN PERFECT BECOMES THE ENEMY
by Richard Houser
Over the years, we have
framed for a large variety of
designers, artists, and retail
customers. Each of them
has their own individual perceptions and preferences
as to how the finished
frame should look, both as
an enhancement to the
painting and as a creative
work that stands on its
own. We framers pretty
much hold that a well designed and executed frame
is a work of art unto itself.
Often we find agreement
with the customer.
Our studio is a collaboration of myself who does the
sales and design, and my
wife, Dyana, who does the
actual fabrication and framing. I enjoy the creative aspects of design. Dyana has
become a highly accomplished framer whom I
would trust with virtually
any project. She has 25
years hands-on experience,
and also knows when to get
help if she gets stuck with
something unfamiliar in the
middle of a project. The fact
that she is a perfectionist
when it comes to framing is
responsible for the consistent highest quality that this
studio is known for, and our
reputation for fine work developed over the years.
Our motto is “we do not
sacrifice quality for timeliness or price,” which allows us to do the best work
ART WORLD NEWS

possible. However this has,
and continues to, cost us
business from customers
who have a deadline or are
price shopping.
But we also know that to
try to force one or both of
these demands into a quality build usually has an unhappy ending—either we
are not satisfied, or the customer is not, or both of us

propriate, whether or not
the customer has specified
it. Examples are museum
hinge mounting when the
customer requested spray
mounting, Museum Glass instead of Conservation Clear
for a finely detailed work,
spacers where not specified,
and the like.
We know that this reduces our profit margins,

Our motto is
“we do not sacrifice quality for
timeliness or price,”
which allows us to do the
best work possible.
are not. So we have learned
where to draw the line in regards to not compromising
our own levels of quality.
But there are places
where the line gets blurred.
What happens when we demand, of ourselves, a quality level that far surpasses
that of which the customer
is aware, or even cares
about? And conversely,
what happens when the
customer demands a level
of perfection that is not reasonable or even possible at
any price?
In the first case, we will
always opt for the highest
quality possible when ap-

sometimes considerably,
but the trade off is sleeping
soundly at night knowing
we have always done our
best work.
In the second case we
have customers who have
literally inspected a piece
with a magnifying glass, and
inquired about things like
slight variations in the frame
finish, orange peel coating
on the UV glass (part of
the manufacturing process),
individual grain matching
at the corner miter (no
kidding), and natural variations of the grain in linen
and silk fabric, none of
which can be seen with the
naked eye.

This usually occurs with a
customer who is not experienced with custom framing, does not understand
the beauty of hand work
verses machine produced
product, or has set a lofty
bar in their own minds that
perfection needs to be
achieved at any cost, even
at the overall appearance of
the finished work. Interestingly, a fine art printer friend
encounters this with artists
who will decline his expert
color management in favor
of a flat or dull appearing
print that perfectly matches
the colors of the original as
closely as possible, but sacrifices the essence of the
painting itself.
What these customers
(and sometimes we) do not
realize is that nothing is perfect. When the demand for
perfection becomes more
important that the presentation and beauty of the end
product and the collaboration of the frame with the
artwork, we will never have
a satisfied customer nor will
we be comfortable with the
service we have provided. It
is a no-win situation. No
amount of reworking or redoing for this customer, or
ourselves will ever produce
a “perfect” piece.
I guarantee you that
there is not one custom
frame in existence where we
continued on page 24
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THOUGHTS ON
FRAMING
CREATIVE TECHNIQUES
continued from page 23

could not find an imperfection,
especially
hand
carved and leafed frames
which are the most beautiful of all in my opinion.
When it comes to recognizing and evaluating flaws,
we do not consider ones
that take a magnifying
glass to see.
The rule we adhere to
is this—if it is visible to

exclusive. And although
we always strive for
perfection, we do not
allow perfection for its
own sake to eclipse a
beautiful and compelling
frame job. Perfect can
be our enemy or friend—
it depends on one’s
perspective.

Richard Houser is a veteran of the art industry
with a history of publishing,
marketing, and sales—

The rule we adhere to is this
—if it is visible to the naked
eye—does it draw the eye
away from the painting,
or does one have to look
hard to see it up close.

the naked eye—does it
draw the eye away from
the painting, or does one
have to look hard to see
it up close. If that is
the case the “imperfection” will pass as an integral part of the creative
effort most of the time. If it
draws the eye, we will correct it, even if it means
replacing the frame, or
any other material as
necessary.
Here is the point:
perfection, and the most
beautiful and attractive
frame are usually mutually
PAGE 24

both wholesale and retail.
He currently owns a
California frame studio,
Santa Barbara Art Frame
Company, and a marketing
consultancy, Art and Frame
Copywriter. He has a
passion for everyone’s
success in the industry
and is currently developing
an online and offline
sales funnel system for
galleries and frameshops.
For further information,
Mr. Houser can be reached
at (805) 966-1300 and
by sending an e-mail to:
Richard@artandframe
copywriter.com.
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INDUSTRY RECOVERY
GALLERIES EMERGE BETTER POSITIONED
By Vanessa Arvid
The uncontrollable wave
that is 2020 continues to
force all of us to change rapidly and to make continuous
adjustments, not just to the
way we do business, but to
the very way we lead and
navigate our lives. The economic impact and the undeniable stress of weathering
a pandemic like the Covid19 outbreak is significant.
What does this mean for a
niche market like the art
world? How did galleries
stay afloat during the quarantine, and how are they
opening back up? How do
they see the future of their
galleries?
After interviewing galleries in different markets
across the country, one
thing is clear: people need
and want art, and galleries
are staying agile and creative in their commitment to
deliver on that need.

Weathering the
Shutdown
The gallery owners I interviewed had several things in
common. One was their determination to stay connected with their artists and
collectors when their physical locations were shut
down. Using a combination
of e-mail blasts, Social
Media marketing, online virtual gallery events, and
good old-fashioned phone
ART WORLD NEWS

calls; savvy gallery owners
kept their galleries relevant
even when they couldn’t be
open.

of Wyland Galleries. “I
opened my gallery in Laguna
Beach, CA, 42 years ago,

Gary Handler, owner
of Vinings Gallery in
Roswell, GA, and Curate30A in Rosemary
Beach, FL, shares
his experience. “When
Vinings Gallery had to
close for a month, it
felt devastating,” he
says. “We are event
driven. But I have a
great team, and they
helped turn it around
fast. We did two
scheduled shows by
combining an online virtual gallery with Skype Thomas Arvid paints at Key West
calls and an e-mail cam- Gallery, Key West, FL.
paign. But, most importantly, our consultants got and by building strong relaon the phone and called tionships and a strong
brand,
we
were well-positioned
when
the
pandemic
struck. We
are coming
out stronger
than ever.”
K e l l i e
Alpert, owner
of Key West
Gallery
in
Pictured is Thomas Arvid Fine Art’s virtual
gallery created by Fine Art Solutions, to help Key
West,
market to collectors during the pandemic.
FL, echoes
that
sentitheir clients.”
ment. “We closed our physical location to keep
Personal relationships everyone safe, but in my
also resonated with Wyland mind we never actually

closed, we just had a few
more obstacles to overcome,” she says. “We used
that time to reconnect with
our clients through virtual
gallery shows, direct marketing campaigns, and personal calls. Additionally, we
used that time to refurbish
the gallery.”
At Sargents Fine Art in
Lahaina, Maui, (the only
gallery we talked to that
still hasn’t reopened), owner
Dick Sargent also emphasizes relationships. “We
focused on consistent communication with our artists,
our consultants, and our
clients. Your employees and
your clients are your two
most important assets, and
their loyalty pays off in the
long run. When things get
tough, it’s more important
than ever to remain positive
and to lift others up. We will
get through this together.”
Whilst our client galleries
were closed, we at Thomas
Arvid Fine Art Inc. (TAFA),
worked closely with them
and became involved in
things like framing and
delivery to ensure they
could efficiently serve our
collectors. We made sure
our artist, Thomas, was
available for Skype calls and
Zoom meetings with galleries when collectors were
interested. Additionally, we
upped our marketing game
continue on page 26
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INDUSTRY RECOVERY
continued from page 25

and let our collectors know
we were here and working
with our galleries even during the pandemic.

be open again and is “looking forward to rescheduling
our missed events. People
need art more than ever.
One thing I have to offer at
my Laguna gallery is this
great experience for clients.

Reopening
Locations
As galleries reopen, one common
thread is a commitment to meet CDC
guidelines and to
make sure that
clients and team Shown is the Wyland Gallery’s Laguna
members feel safe Beach, CA, location.
and comfortable. Another is to reconnect with My gallery is not just a show
collectors and to start sched- space, it’s where I live and
uling shows and events.
create, and collectors love
to be immersed in it.”
Mr. Sargent does a great
job iterating the importance
Ms. Alpert agrees, “We
of art and events. “I recom- will always work to improve
mend that people reopen by our clients buying experibringing live music into their ence, both in the gallery and
gallery to create an atmos- online.” Galleries agree that
phere collectors want to be while events continue to be
part of. Believe me,
good music chases
away the blues and
creates a wonderful
buying atmosphere.”
Mr. Handler concurs, “What got us
through the last financial crisis is that
we didn’t stop. We
didn’t stop marketing Arvid’s work is displayed in the window
or shows, we consis- of Sargents Fine Art, Lahaina, Maui, HI.
tently reinvested, and
we saw returns every time. important, there is a new
We will follow that model this emphasis on online sales
time, too,” he says. “In fact, and experiences. One thing
we had our first show since we at TAFA are doing for
the re-opening (an Arvid our galleries is working with
show) and it was great. Sales Fine Art Solutions to build a
in every price point and col- virtual online gallery. Gregg
lectors were positive and ex- Snyder, co-owner of FAS
cited to be surrounded by describes it best, “We debeautiful art again.”
veloped an unprecedented
virtual gallery experience—
Wyland is also excited to a true game changer that
PAGE 26

helps galleries expand beyond their walls and bring
the experience of the art directly to clients. The highly
realistic, 360 degrees, immersive virtual gallery allows viewers to engage with
each piece of art and view
videos of the artist discussing the work and their
process. The virtual gallery
is accessible through your
browser, and galleries can
give clients a VIP experience by providing them with
virtual reality (VR) headwear
for enhanced interaction.”

Perhaps because, as Mr.
Handler puts it so eloquently, “The economy is in
turmoil, but people look to
us and to our artists for
peace, beauty, joy, relaxation. Our clients love life
and celebrate life every
day, and art is a big part
of that celebration. Art is
more important now than
ever, and I am super excited
to be part of the art business right now.”

This somewhat surprising
optimism resonated with
all the galleries I spoke with.
While reA few things
covery of
are clear as
the econwe forge our
omy is on
way through.
everyone’s
Everyone is fomind, the art
cusing on funmarket is, in
damentals.
particular, a
Great art, solid
curious
relationships,
thing. One
outstanding
surprising
experiences,
d i s c o v e r y,
paired with onthree of our
going marketgalleries reing and virtual
ported their
innovations
best month
build the founever upon
dation
that
reopening. Thomas Arvid is pictured dur- keeps galleries
ing an event at Curate 30A.
thriving, even
Wyland
in the midst
credits both the American of a global pandemic and
spirit and the intrinsic need economic shut down. Perpeople have for art, espe- haps Ms. Alpert has it right
cially in troubled times. “The when she declares, “Art
economy was strong going should be reclassified as an
into this crisis, and we will essential business.”
overcome it. I think recovery
will be quicker than anyone
is predicting. And for the art Vanessa Arvid is co-owner
market, I don’t think there with her husband Thomas
has ever been a better time of Thomas Arvid Fine Art,
to be an artist. People need Inc., an art publishing comart and artists more than pany in Marietta, GA, fouever.” Mr. Alpert concurs. “I nded in 2000, distributing limthink recovery is happening ited editions and originals of
faster than everyone ex- his artwork. For further infopected in all markets, and I rmation, telephone (770)
think the art market is posi- 427-4110 or visit the comtioned to recover faster than pany’s website located at:
www.thomasarvid.com.
other sectors.”
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NEW ART
Break Away 2

Anna Art Publishing Inc., Concord, Ontario, presents “Break
Away 2” by Anna Razumovskaya as a giclée on canvas in a
total edition of 50, in various sizes from 24 by 18 inches and 54
by 40 inches. Retail prices available upon request. For more information, call (905) 660-2218 or visit: www.anna-art.com.

We Three Kings II

Banovich Art, Livingston, MT, introduces “We Three Kings II”
by John Banovich as a giclée on canvas in an edition of 75
measuring 38 by 24 inches and retailing for $1,500. For more
details, call (888) 486-3160 or visit: www.johnbanovich.com.

Raiding the Iron Horse

Chapter 3:
The Sin
Acme Archives Limited, Burbank, CA, introduces “Chapter 3:
The Sin” by J.J.
Lendl as a lithograph
in an edition of 295
measuring 16 by 24
inches. The retail
price is $50. For more
information, telephone
(818) 252-1500 or go
to the website located at: www.acme
archivesdirect.com.
ART WORLD NEWS

The Greenwich Workshop, Seymour, CT, debuts “Raiding
the Iron Horse” by Frank C. McCarthy as a giclée on
canvas in an edition of 50, measuring 30 by 20 inches.
The retail price is $495. For further information, phone
(800) 243-4246 or go to the company’s website located at:
www.greenwichworkshop.com.
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FRAMING SOLUTIONS
THE IMPORTANCE OF SHADOWBOX GLAZING
By David Lantrip
The main purpose of glazing
is to provide protection to
the artwork. Some of the
things glazing provides protection against include:
• Soiling and pollution
• UV damage
• Physical damage
Tru Vue’s glazing choices
usually take these into account, along with the customer’s needs and requests,
such as the desire to reduce
reflections. Another aspect,
one that we usually don’t
give a lot of thought to, is
glazing’s role as a design element. Thinking of it as not
just a protective element,
but as another part of the
framing to manipulate and
use creatively allows us to
present the artwork in new
and interesting ways.
In this example, multiple
layers of Tru Vue’s Museum
Glass were used to create
a multi-layered, overlapping
and dimensional presentation to coins, the sort of object that is usually thought of
as essentially two-dimensional. Normally these would
be laid out flat on a background, perhaps in neat
rows or in carefully planned
randomness. Either option
works nicely, but adding a
third dimension can bring a
new depth and dimension to
the framing of coins or similar objects. And it leaves
your customer wondering
how in the world you pulled
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off this bit of magic. Museum Glass is the secret.

“dry fitting” the frames and
glazing together, minus the
front lite of glass, and a bit
This design uses three of trial and error placing the
coins to achieve a
pleasing arrangement with just
enough overlap
to be interesting
without obscuring
any.
Mounting
was another challenge. Mounting
to glass ruled
out the usual
mechanical attachments, such as
Mylar. A compromise was reaThe coin shadowbox features a multiched with a pHdimensional look using Museum Glass. neutral, water-soluble adhesive. It
layers of Museum Glass and was the “least bad” choice
three frames. The first two available for these common
lites of Museum Glass are coins which will never be
the same size and are sepa- sold.
rated with a spacer,
with the first coins
mounted to the
inner layer. The two
lites and coins are
placed between
the outer and middle frame. A third
lite, also with coins
mounted to it,
is held in place
between the middle and innermost Using Tru Vue’s Museum Glass, layers
frame. Finally, a third are created inside the shadowbox.
grouping of coins
is mounted on a black silk
It was mentioned earlier
mat in the inside frame.
that Museum Glass is the
secret to this design’s sucThe biggest challenge cess, and that is due to its
presented was the place- anti-reflective properties.
ment of the coins. It took With any other glazing

choice (other than Optium or
Optium Museum Acrylic) the
reflections from multiple lites
would have almost completely obscured the coins.
The exceptional clarity and
lack of reflections help create
the illusion that the coins are
magically floating in mid-air.
The coins in this shadowbox are just one example of
how anti-reflective glazing
can be used to create something that transcends a float
mount; we might call it a
“levitating” mount. Other
objects that would benefit
from a design like this might
include postcards, paper
currency, concert tickets,
campaign buttons, and
casino chips. Almost anything relatively flat and without too much depth could
be presented this way, and
once you start thinking
about it, more and more
ideas will pop up. Perhaps
mirror for the last layer instead of the mat? Maybe
drilling Optium Acrylic to
mount an object and float it
above the background layer?

David Lantrip, MCPF, GCF,
is director of education for
The Great Frame Up, Deck
The Walls, and Framing &
Art Centre, and a member of
both the PPFA International
board of directors and the
PPFA Certification Board.
For details on Tru Vue’s
products, including Museum
Glass, call (800) 621-8339
or visit: www.tru-vue.com.
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OPEN EDITION PRINTS
SunDance
Graphics
“Soft Bouquet”
by Julie DeRice

Image Size:
24” x 24”
$25

800.617.5532

9564 Delegates Dr., Building B, Orlando, FL 32837

www.sdgraphics.com

www.sundancegraphics.com

Editions
Limited

“Technicolor Trees 1”
(One of a set of three)
by E. Loren Soderberg
Image size: 24” x 24”
$35
Available as POD on
paper and canvas.

800.228.0928

www.editionslimited.com
E-MAIL: customerservice@editionslimited.com

4090 Halleck Street, Emeryville, CA 94608

Sagebrush
Fine Art Inc.

“Trust the Journey”
by
Katie Doucette
Image Size:
16” x 20”
$22

800.643.7243
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5165 South 900 East,
Murray, UT 84117

www.sagebrushfineart.com

Image Conscious
“Enchanting Keys”
by Monica Stewart
Paper Size:
29” x 26 1/2”
Image Size:
24 1/2” x 22”
Available to resize
and print on
multiple substrates.

800.532.2333

Image
Conscious

www.imageconscious.com

“Boundlessness in
Bloom”
by Duy Huynh
Paper Size:

26” x 28”
Image Size:
26” x 26”

Available to resize and print on multiple substrates.

800.532.2333 www.imageconscious.com

Haddad’s
Fine Arts Inc.

“Repose”
by E. Jarvis
Image Size: 26” x 26”
Also available as
a custom size giclée.
800.942.3323
Fax: 714.996.4153

www.haddadsfinearts.com

E-MAIL: cfskeen@haddadsfinearts.com
3855 E. Mira Loma Ave., Anaheim, CA 92806
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WHAT’S HOT IN OPEN EDITIONS
Green Bathroom II
“Green Bathroom II” by Farida Zaman
is available as print-on-demand on canvas, fine art paper, and poster paper in
sizes from 6 by 6 inches to 54 by 54
inches and retailing from $22 to $80.
Call Wild Apple in Woodstock, VT, at
(800) 756-8359 or visit the website
located at: www.wildapple.com.

Here are the
best selling prints
from some of the
leading open edition
publishers.
Botanical Illusion

Distant Barn Sketch I
“Distant Barn Sketch I” by Emma Caroline is a giclée measuring 20 by 20
inches and retailing for $50. Call World
Art Group in Richmond, VA, at (804)
213-0600 for more information, or
visit: www.theworldartgroup.com.

“Botanical
Illusion” by
K. Nari measures 36 by 48
inches and retails for $77.
For further information, call
Third & Wall
Art Group, located in Seattle, at (877)
326-3925 or
visit the company’s website at: www.thirdandwall.com.

Rain and Rust
“Rain and Rust” by Wani Pasion is a canvas
stretched and framed open edition measuring 24 by 36 inches. The retail price is $292.
For more details, call Canadian Art Prints and
Winn Devon Art Group Inc., Richmond, BC,
Canada, at (800) 663-1166, or visit the website: www.capandwinndevon.com.

Approaching Woods

Something Wonderful
“Something Wonderful” by Daniela
Santiago measures 24 by 24 inches
and retails for $30. Phone Galaxy of
Graphics in East Rutherford, NJ, for
further information at (888) 464-7500
or go to the website located at:
www.galaxyofgraphics.com.
ART WORLD NEWS

“Approaching Woods” by Doris Charest is a
large format custom giclée on matte paper
measuring 36 by 24 inches ($102). Call
A.D. Lines in Monroe, CT, for more details
at (800) 836-0994 or visit the company’s
website at: www.ad-lines.com.
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WHAT’S HOT IN OPEN EDITIONS
Best Things in Life
“Best Things in Life” by Marla
Rae measures 18 by 12 inches
and retails for $16. For further
information, call Penny Lane
Publishing, New Carlisle, Ohio,
at (800) 273-5263 or go to:
www.pennylanepublishing.com.

Here are the
best selling prints
from some of the
leading open edition
publishers.
Gentle Reader

Rainbow & Sentiment IV
—LOVE
“Rainbow & Sentiment IV—LOVE”
by Tara Reed measures 12 by 12
inches and retails for $10. Call Roaring Brook Art, Elmsford, NY, at (888)
779-9055 for further information, or
visit the company’s website located
at: www.roaringbrookart.com.

Tropical Palms on Pink
“Tropical Palms on Pink” by Jane Silvka measures 24 by 24 inches and
retails for $25. For further information, telephone SunDance Graphics,
located in Orlando, FL, at (800) 6175532, or go to the website located at:
www.sdgraphics.com.

“Gentle Reader” by Karen Hollingsworth
measures 36 by 24 inches and retails for
$35. Available to resize and print on multiple
substrates. Call Image Conscious, San
Francisco, at (800) 532-2333 for more information, or visit the company’s website
located at: www.imageconscious.com.

A Nguni Cow

Los Angeles Rams Inaugural Game at SoFi Stadium
“Los Angeles
Rams Inaugural Game at
SoFi Stadium”
by
James
Blakeway has
an image that
measures 40
by 13 1/2 inches ($35). Call Blakeway Worldwide Panoramas Inc., Minnetonka,
MN, for details at (800) 334-7266 or visit: www.panoramas.com.
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“A Nguni Cow” by Tiedge is available in any
size and printed on paper and canvas. A 36
by 24-inch image retails for $75 on paper. For
further information, telephone PI Creative Art,
Toronto, at (800) 363-2787 or go to the website at: www.picreativeart.com.
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CLASSIFIEDS

To learn more about affordable
advertising rates in Art World News
call John Haffey at 203.854.8566
or e-mail: jwhaffey@aol.com.

Classified
Advertising
Works
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888 Manufacturing Corporation ..........................................19

MAC Art ........................................................................2, 3

www.888mfgcorp.com

www.macfineart.com

888.338.3318

Bittan Fine Art Inc. ..............................................................4
www.bittanfineart.com

866.219.9161

Easy Leaf Products..............................................................24
www.easyleafproducts.com

800.569.5323

Editions Limited..................................................................30
www.editionslimited.com

954.990.5420

Mark Shapiro Fine Art ........................................................11
www.markshapirofineart.com

203.257.5881

Max Art Productions LLC ....................................................33
www.maxartpro.com

702.478.3305

Park West Gallery ..............................................................19
www.parkwestgallery.com

800.521.9654

800.228.0928

Pease Pedestals ................................................................21
Frame Destination ..............................................................33
www.framedestination.com/gp

www.peasepedestals.com

847.901.4440

972.479.1188

Santa Barbara Art Frame Co. ..............................................21
Framerica ....................................................................1, 36
www.framerica.com

800.372.6422

www.sbartframeco.com

805.966.1300

Sagebrush Fine Art ............................................................30

Framers Only ....................................................................29

www.sagebrushfineart.com

www.websites4framers.com

Shima Shanti ......................................................................7

FramingEngine.com............................................................29
www.framingengine.com

877.932.2329

www.shimashanti.com

800.643.7243

619.920.1954

SunDance Graphics ..........................................................30
www.sundancegraphics.com

800.617.5532

Framing Fabrics ................................................................24
www.framingfabrics.com

800.832.2742

Ten Plus Inc. ......................................................................13
www.tenplusframes.com

888.944.8899

Gallery Fuel ......................................................................29
Tru Vue Inc. ......................................................................17

www.galleryfuel.com

www.tru-vue.com

Haddad’s Fine Arts Inc. ......................................................30
www.haddadsfinearts.com

800.942.3323

Image Conscious ..............................................................30
www.imageconscious.com

800.532.2333

800.621.8339

Wall Moulding ....................................................................9
www.wallmoulding.com

800.880.9315

Westport River Gallery ......................................................15
www.westportrivergallery.com

203.226.6934

Lifesaver Software ..............................................................29

Wild Apple ......................................................................35

www.lsscloud.com

www.wildapple.com

800.381.0600

800.756.8359
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